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newspapers but one predicted disaster if Labour should
rule, yet the vote for Labour was larger than ever before*
In 1935, although most of the papers sneered at or ignored
the League of Nations Union ballot, eleven million
persons took part in it*
In all these matters the public made up its mind with-
out paying attention to what the newspapers were saying*
It knew that it liked the look of white bread and disliked
the Churchill hat; it was sick and tired of Balfour and his
friends in 1906 ; in 1929 it had had for a time as much
of Baldwin as it could stomach* The eleven millions who
disregarded sneers and silence about the Ballot wanted,
above all things, peace*
I could offer many more illustrations of failure to affect
opinion on questions which the public feels competent
to settle, but I must pass on to cases in which opinion is
affected* In all these the subjects are remote from the
experience of the mass of people, or else the mass are
influenced unconsciously, induced by suggestion to take
a certain view or react to a certain emotion, hark back to
some half-forgotten prejudice, or shout patriotically for
war*
On matters of foreign policy newspapers are easily
able to drive public opinion this way or that—unless, as in
the instance of the Ballot I have mentioned, special pains
have been taken to instruct it* An outstanding example
of such driving was the creation of enthusiasm for the
Entente Cordialt between France and Britain* Up to
1904 our long-seated distrust of the French was undis-
turbed* It had even been strengthened by the attempt
to annex for France a piece of territory on the Upper Nile*
This was promptly squashed by Kitchener as being detri-
mental to British interests in the Sudan and Egypt, but
it left a feeling that France was still hostile* The

